“Due to the unique and original nature of every
outdoor space – how water is incorporated can vary so
much,” said Czerw.
WATER, WATER, ANYWHERE
Waterfalls are a great option for those who want
to watch and listen to the trickling, gurgling, and
splashing of cascading water.
A natural pond or water garden with unique plants and
hand-picked fish, infuses movement and personality
into the aquatic environment. Certain selections will
A custom concrete structure created to accommodate a waterfall fire curtain
entice wildlife into your private garden paradise.
and coordinated LED lighting system to complement the existing swimming
Fun touches, like a decorative birdbath, can act as a
cool sanctuary for your neighborhood’s avian visitors.

pool lighting.

Have the best of both worlds by enjoying the natural
look of a pond that also functions as a swimming area.
Already have a swimming pool? Add drama with
flowing water effects.
“We have worked on both natural and contemporary
designs to add water and fire features into swimming
pools. One way we help people decide on the
direction they may want to take their project is to
guide them on tours of similar completed projects,”
said Czerw.
DRINKING STRAIGHT FROM THE FOUNTAINHEAD
Bio-Fusion Design’s own project inspector Emily.

AQUAINCREDIBLE!
WRITTEN BY MEGIN POTTER PHOTOS PROVIDED

Renovations on a public 600 gallon Wine Bottle Aquarium System included
adding a live reef rock wall system utilizing Bio Fusion Designs Coral Crete™
custom rock wall grid system and massive live rock branches.

Transform your outdoor living space by incorporating water
elements with a purpose.
The soothing sounds and beautiful movement of water
features can turn unused outdoor space into the focal point
of your garden.
“The key thing we strive for is to produce the most naturallooking displays possible - no matter the project size,” said
Eric Czerw, owner of Bio-Fusion Designs.
ROUSING NATURE’S NUANCES
Experts in ponds, water gardens, waterfalls, water features
and natural water systems management, Bio-Fusion Designs’
attention to detail enables them to incorporate a new water
element cohesively into your existing landscape.
Water and nature blend harmoniously with an artful
placement of winter-hardy aquatic life, marginal plants, and
native vegetation.
Designing a vast array of different garden styles is achieved
by varying the mixture of stones used with custom-cut or
cored stone pieces, and with quality industry products best
suited for the application.

A natural pond and waterfall ecosystem complete with unique
elements such as bog style filtration, choice pieces of driftwood,
and custom addition of a turtle crossing sign for the
turtles that visit this natural oasis.
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Integrating a variety of drainage, filtration, and rainharvesting systems enables your personal water oasis to
be fed and cleaned from the bounty of resources already
naturally flowing to you.
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Bio-Fusion Designs takes a true in-person approach
to the business of water features and water gardens.
From visualization, to installation and maintenance,
they work with you to achieve the desired results.
For 12 years, they’ve offered free delivery of all live
items and supplies from their private aquaculture &
landscape facility, and beginning in 2020, people
will be able to stop into Bio-Fusions Designs’ new
Saratoga County location to for individualized advice
and to browse their selection.
With an extensive background in both local and
tropical species, Czerw backs up what he builds with
an aquatic education that will give you a new insight
into what’s happening below the surface of your water
features.
His deep knowledge of biological science and
conservation come together in his outdoor designs
but are also an integral part of the unique themed
aquariums that he has become famous for.
“They really have that ‘WOW’ factor,” he said.
Bio-Fusions Designs custom aquarium construction,
renovation, and maintenance services bring a whole
new underwater world right to your fingertips.
Currently working on an exciting interactive public
aquarium that will draw people in to explore new
sensory experiences, Bio-Fusions Designs is raising the
level of how water can enrich our lives.
For more information, go to Bio-FusionDesigns.com
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A smaller scale deck-side swim pond with integrated filtration system.
Custom rainwater collection container and birdbath.
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